February 3rd, 2020

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: John B. Bloom, Chairman Constitution Party of Virginia, CPofvirginia@gmail.com, (757)806-8694

SUBJECT: CONSTITUTION PARTY OF VIRGINIA CHAIRMAN TO SPONSOR CPAC 2020 TO RETURN THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE UNITED STATES BACK TO CPAC
For several decades the Democrat Party has abandoned the Constitution of the United States for Democratic Socialism, as is
evident in one of their candidates seeking the Democratic Nomination for President of the United States, Senator Bernie Sanders,
backed by so called “progressives” who desire a dismantling of the Constitution and the INDIVIDUAL Constitutionally protected
rights of all Americans. President Ronald Reagan said that if Communism would come to America, it would come in a different
name, and that name is “progressivism”. The Constitution Party of Virginia’s greatest concern is that the Russian government
would try and help Bernie Sanders win the Democratic Primary, such that there would be a Democratic and a Republican
candidate for President that would be Russian allies (“Putin Puppets”).
The Republican Party has now abandoned the Constitution of the United States in a SHAM of a Senate Impeachment trial, the
FIRST WITHOUT WITNESSES. Senator Lamar Alexander’s statement on why he would not vote for witnesses sums up just how
UNCONSTITUTIONAL the Republican Party has become: “I worked with other senators to make sure that we have the right to ask
for more documents and witnesses, but there is no need for more evidence to prove something that has already been proven and
that does not meet the United States Constitution’s high bar for an impeachable offense. The Constitution does not give the
Senate the power to remove the president from office and ban him from this year’s ballot simply for actions that are
inappropriate. The question then is not whether the president did it, but whether the United States Senate or the American
people should decide what to do about what he did. I believe that the Constitution provides that the people should make that
decision in the presidential election that begins in Iowa on Monday. Our founding documents provide for duly elected presidents
who serve with ‘the consent of the governed,’ not at the pleasure of the United States Congress. Let the people decide.” –
Kenneth Starr and others did not argue the facts of what Donald Trump did in using US Foreign Policy for his personal gain and
jeopardize National Security in the process, but they argue what he did is NOT an impeachable offense, yet in the 1990’s, Mr.
Starr and the Republicans argued that lying under oath about a sexual affair with an intern was an Impeachable Offence, they set
the Impeachment Bar that LOW, NOT a “High” bar as Sen. Alexander inaccurately described the Impeachment threshold, that did
NOT affect any aspect of the Federal Government, is totally ABSURD. Timing should never be a consideration in removing a
president from office if he violates the constitution and usurps congressional Constitutional authority and becomes a dictator, he
should be removed from office. Later in the week the Republicans in the United States Senate will decide whether to remove
Donald Trump as President and replace him with Mike Pence for the HIGH CRIME of ABUSE of POWER that placed America’s
Foreign Policy and National Security at risk. Most Republicans would prefer Mike Pence to Donald Trump.
John Bloom, the Chairman of the Constitution Party of Virginia, has sponsored CPAC to return the Constitution to CPAC and will
offer Speakers in the CPAC CENTRAL. Sheila “SAMM” Tittle, https://www.samm2020.com/ who is seeking the CP Nomination for
President of the United States is already a confirmed speaker. Paul Provance, Campaign Chairman for CP Presidential candidate
Charles Kraut will speak. Mr. Bloom contacted INDEPENDENT Rep. Justin Amash and Republican Mitt Romney (who voted for
Witnesses and was disinvited by CPAC for it) on twitter and offered them both the opportunity to speak at his booth. Mr. Bloom
also invited Christopher Gibbs who is challenging TRUMPLICAN Jim Jordan for Congress.
Mr. Bloom contacted Joe Miller who
won a Republican Primary against Senator Lisa Murkowski, then lost to her in the General Election in a write in campaign, about
challenging her again in a General Election. In Virginia, Republicans cannot win in Republican Gerrymandered districts and lost
seats in every election since Donald Trump was elected, NOT because Virginia has turned “Blue”, but that Virginia is NEVER
TRUMP Territory and as a result Virginian Gun Owners may lose some of their 2nd Amendment Rights. Mr. Bloom sponsored CPAC
for the “#ILEFTTHEGOP”/ “#GOP EXODUS” Movement and encourages others that left the GOP, like himself and Representative
Justin Amash, to join him in CPAC CENTRAL (tickets are only $50). It is time the American People rise up to protect, preserve and
defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies both Republicans and Democrats.
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